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Abstract: Endometrial cancer has lately been increasingly treated by laparoscopic surgery. Although there’s 

been a good technique to treat patients with endometrial cancer, port-site metastasis (PSM) is a possible 

complication. 

In our article, we will present a case of a 65-year-old female diagnosed with single PSM following laparoscopic 

surgery for stage II grade II endometrioid endometrial cancer (EEC). The patient developed a recurrence 

within 12 months following the first surgery. A surgical excision followed by adjuvant chemo‑ radio therapy 

was realized. After 09 months, the patient remained disease‑ free. 

In the literature, outcomes of patients with (PSM) were rarely described and there are no obvious risk factors 

for development of port-site metastasis or easily identifiable prevention. The purpose of this study is to bring a 

better knowledge of this mysterious complication. 
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I. Introduction 
 Over latest years, endometrial cancer has been increasingly treated by laparoscopic surgery. One of the 

known complications is Port-site metastases (PSMs) after a gynecologic oncology laparoscopic surgery [1]. 

The incidence among patients with early-stage endometrial cancer varies from 0.18% to 0.33% 

[2].Only few cases of isolated PSM were reported. 

 Laparoscopy offers several benefits when compared with open laparotomy procedures: shorter 

recovery time, improved performance status following surgery, reduced pain and a decreased risk of adhesions 

[1]-[2]. 

The purpose of the present case study is: to describe a rare case of isolated port‑ site metastasis 

following laparoscopic surgical staging for EEC, to review the published cases of isolated PSMs after 

laparoscopic surgery for EEC, to describe factors responsible for this phenomenon and how to prevent it. 

 
 

II. Case Report  
Our present case, a 65-year-old woman G4P4 who had been complaining of postmenopausal uterine 

bleeding for 8 months underwent hysteroscopy with endometrial biopsy in April 2016. The pathology report 

showed a well-differentiated endometrial adenocarcinoma grade II. 

After clinical and radiological evaluation, the disease was confined to the uterus. It invading more than 

50% of the myometrium and involving the stroma of the upper half of the cervix. The Patient underwent a 

laparoscopic surgical staging consisting in radical hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy and 

pelvic lymphadenectomy. The surgical procedure started with uterine manipulator placement. 

Pneumoperitoneum was created using a Veress needle with a maximum intra-abdominal pressure of 12 mm Hg. 

The standard 12- and 10-mm midline ports and two 5-mm lateral ports were used. Both fallopian tubes were 

coagulated at the beginning of the operation to prevent tumor cell spread to the peritoneal cavity.  The entire 

specimen (the uterus, fallopian tubes, ovaries and nodes) were removed on bloc through the vagina using a 

protective bag. The trocars were removed after desufflating through the umbilical port and. A surgical drain 

through the left lateral port was left in situ for 24 h. No complications occurred during and after the operation. 

The histopathological diagnosis was endometrial adenocarcinoma; Grade 2; 50% myometrial invasion 

into the outer half of the myometrium; cervical stromal involvement. Surgical margins were tumor-free. A total 

of 12 pelvic lymph nodes were sampled, which were negative of metastasis. Peritoneal lavage was negative. The 
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patient obtained a FIGO (2009) stage II. A recommendation of external bean while pelvic radiation and 

brachytherapy was indicated for this patient.  

The patient was evaluated every 3 months. 

She remained without evidence of disease until her 12-monthe follow-up. During the routine clinical 

examination, tow well-palpated and tender nodule each about 4 cm in size, were found on her anterior 

abdominal wall. One in the right and the second in the left lower quadrant, it was corresponding of the sites of 

the 5 mm trocars. Abdominal pelvic scanner revealed two highly vascularized nodules localized in front of the 

anterior fascia, the largest one measuring 40 mm and the second measuring 30 mm (Figure.1). Except that, there 

was no evidence of local abdominal or pelvic recurrence. 

The patient underwent surgery.  No peritoneal carcinomatosis was observed during the laparotomy 

exploration; the abdominal metastatic lesion with the corresponding fascia and skin was removed (Figure.2). 

 The fascia defect was repaired with a synthetic and non-absorbable polypropylene mesh. The 

pathology report revealed a metastatic endometrioid Grade II tumor (Figure.3). 

 The patient had six rounds of adjuvant chemotherapy with carboplatin, taxol and external radiation 

therapy of the area of excision. Nine months after the patient had no evidence of tumor recurrence. 

 

III. Discussion 
The first case of PSM after laparoscopic surgery for endometrial cancer (EC) was reported in 1997 [1]. 

 After this, PSM following laparoscopy has been reported in gastrointestinal, biliary malignancies, 

peritoneal carcinomatosis, gallbladder cancer, gynecologic malignancies and hepatocellular carcinoma [3] - [4]-

[5]. 

Port-site metastases were defined as a tumor growth at one or more areas from prior laparoscopic 

trocars. This could be an isolated finding which by definition means the recurrence occurs at one or more port-

site without evidence of other tissues involved at the time of diagnosis [3]. 

Prospective results of the Gynecologic Oncology Group 2222 trial reported that the risk to develop 

PSM after laproscopic surgical for endometrial cancer, was 4 (0.24%) of 1696 patients [2]. 

The most reported case of PSM following laparoscopic surgical of endometrial cancer was associated 

with concomitant distant metastases. However, only few cases of isolated PSM were reported [1]-[2]-[3]-[4]-

[5]-[6]-[7] - [8] - [9] (table 1) and they present a complex management and prognostic scenario for which few 

data exist [3]. 

A recent review by Douglas Grant [2] reported seven patients with endometrial cancer who developed 

isolated port-site metastases and were treated with radiation therapy (RT) at MD Anderson Cancer Center, this 

review showed that (RT) could improve outcome. 

 PSMs are also reported after robotic surgery in women with gynecological cancer. Their incidence was 

1.9% [3]. Only four isolated PSM following robotic surgery for endometrial cancer was reported [2]-[4] - [10].  

At the moment, no conclusions can be drawn for advantages of robotic surgery compared with 

laparoscopic surgery regarding port-site metastasis [3]. 

The pathophysiology of PSM is not well apprehended. Many influencing factors could increase the 

transition of tumor cells and may be the main cause of their development: hematogenous spread diminished 

immune response, the pressure of the pneumoperitoneum and CO2, direct contamination by instruments and 

advanced stage of disease [1]-[2]. 

In accordance with the literature, surgeons to prevent development of PSM elaborated many measures. 

Preoperative measures such: proper patient selection, avoiding laparoscopy use if ascites was present, adequate 

equipment for laparoscopy surgery and well trained surgeon was necessary. Technical measure like resection 

without rupture and with adequate margin, minimal tumor manipulation, peritoneal lavage with heparin, use of 

protective bags, exsufflation of the peritoneum before removal of the ports, irrigation ports with heparin, 

fallopian tube occlusion, and even port-site resection [1]-[2]. 

The prognostic impact of PSMs was not well known at present and remains controversial. It was not 

clear, if PSMs should be considered a local or systemic recurrence [1].  In the report of Ataseven et al, PSM did 

not seem to have a negative prognostic impact on overall survival of epithelial ovarian cancer [11].  

The gold-standard treatment has not been established. In the majority of cases, combined approach 

with surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy has been achieved [1]. Outcomes in patients with PSM whose 

were treated by surgery and radiotherapy of the area of PSM were generally favorable [2]. 

In our case, isolated PSM recurrence occurred 12 months after laparoscopic surgery. There has been no 

recurrence at the vaginal stump, no at 10-mm trocar site and no dissemination in the peritoneal cavity. 

Treatment consisted in a wide resection followed by chemotherapy and radiotherapy of the area of excision. 

Nine months after completion of chemotherapy and radiation, the patient had no evidence of tumor recurrence. 
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IV. Conclusion 
The etiology of port-site metastases is still unclear, and probably it is a multifactorial phenomenon .Our 

experience indicates that isolated PSM is not necessarily a harbinger of aggressive disseminated disease.  We 

recommend including control of ports site trocar in oncologic surveillance after laparoscopic surgery.  

 The etiology of PSM is not yet understood; many factors could contribute. All efforts should be made 

to prevent port site metastases and surgeons should rigorously adhere to the principles of oncological surgery. 

 

TABLE (1): Characteristics of cases of isolated port-site metastases. 
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Figure 1: MRI of the abdomen showing two well nodule on her anterio abdominal wall on the right 

and left. 
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Figure 2: Photograph of the right anterior abdominal wall specimen showing a well-defined pearl-white lesion 

below the skin. 

 

 
Figure 3: Histological view of the port-site metastasis. 
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